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We consider the Manin-Radul and Jacobian supersymmetric KP hierarchies from 
the point of view of the tau-function formalism. Solutions of their associated sys- 
tems of Sato equations are characterized in terms of correlation functions of super- 
symmetric vertex operators of superghost type. The expression of the wave func- 
tions of these hierarchies in terms of tau-functions is obtained and the 
corresponding bilinear identities are established. Explicit methods for generating 
soliton and rational solutions are given. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to provide a tau-function formalism for supersymmetric KP 
hierarchies (SKP) by using an appropriate generalization of the operator methods of the Kyoto 
school.’ The experience with the standard KP hierarchy shows that this formalism is relevant not 
only in the context of the theory of integrable systems but also from the point of view of important 
aspects of two-dimensional quantum field theory as, for example, the analysis of the double 
scaling limit2 in the matrix-model approach to two-dimensional gravity.3 In this sense, it is likely 
that the two SKP hierarchies considered in this article, namely, the hierarchy formulated by Manin 
and Radul (MRKF’)4 and the Jacobian hierarchy of Mulase and Rabin (JKP),5*6 underly some 
models in supergravity,7-9 as they have been shown to admit additional symmetries of super- 
Virasoro type.” 
The present work is based on the analysis of the correlation functions determined by a 
superghost system on the complex plane and its corresponding GL(wlw) supergroup. These quan- 
tum fields are expressed in terms of the supersymmetric bosonization of Martinet and Sotkov,” 
and the vertex operator representation of LeClair*2 An essential point in our study is the descrip- 
tion of the analytic properties of correlation functions with the help of d-equations. This allows us 
to establish the link between the superghost system and the SKP hierarchies by proving that 
suitable correlation functions are solutions of a d-equation, which in turn represents an inverse 
scattering problem for the SKR hierarchies. 
In order to illustrate the relationship between the operator method of the Kyoto school and the 
2 formalism,‘3-15 we devote Sec. II to describe the main aspects of the theory of the KP hierarchy 
from this point of view and to prepare the strategy for the analysis of its supersymmetric versions. 
The first part of Sec. III deals with the notion of wave function for SKP hierarchies and, in 
particular, it includes the derivation of the expression of the vacuum wave function as well as the 
formulation of a relevant d-equation. The second part of Sec. III contains the description of the 
operator method for SKI’ hierarchies. Thus, we show how to generate solutions of SKP hierarchies 
from deformations of correlation functions and, as a consequence, how the tau-function enters into 
play. Our main results are the following: 
(1) Wave functions are characterized in terms of tau-functions and the corresponding bilinear 
identities are obtained. 
(2) The expression of the tau-function as a correlation function involving the elements of the 
supergroup GL(alw) is given. 
(3) General methods for obtaining solutions of the SKP hierarchies are provided. 
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11. &~~UATI~N~ AND QUANTUM FIELDS IN THE KP HIERARCHY 
A. Wave functions for the KP hierarchy 
The theory of the KP hierarchy can be described through the algebra 8 of pseudodifferential 
operators 
X=nzN a,(x,t)d”, d= &, 
s 
where the coefficients a,, are elements of the algebra ,A of formal power series on a variable x and 
an infinite set of time parameters t= {tn}nal. Any operator X has a decomposition X=X, +X- , 
with X, being the differential operator part of X. The flows of the KP hierarchy are determined by 
an infinite system of Sat0 equations 
. 
$=-(KPK-I)-K, n21 
n (1) 
for a pseudodifferential operator 
K= 1 +nil w,(x,t)P. 
A wave functions of the Kp hierarchy is a function f = f(z,x,t), where z is a spectral param- 
eter, which satisfies two properties: firstly, it is a solution of an infinite system of equations of the 
form 
$=PJ, n>l, n 
with P, being differential operators (P,= (P,) +) in g, and, secondly, as z 
totic expansion 
f= 1+5 W,Z-n fo, 
i It=1 i 
where 
fo=exp[ ii i,d”]e’“=exp[ zx+it z’tn]. 
(2) 
it has an asymp- 
(3) 
(4) 
The coefficients w, of the asymptotic expansion of a wave function determine a solution K of 
Eq. (1). Indeed, 1 et us define K by means of the relationship 
f=Kfo, z + ~0, 
where it is assumed that 
Then Eq. (2) implies 
a-'fo=z-'fo. 
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so that 
and therefore 
gfKd”+P,K, rz>l 
n 
P,=(K#K-‘)+ 
~=-K~“+P,K=-(KB~K-‘)_K. 
n 
A general method for constructing wave functions of integrable systems is based on the 
consideration of 2 equations’3-‘5 
-gF(z,*,t)= I d22’ u(z’,z)F(z’,x,t), . (5) 
where &z’ =d(Re z’).d(Im z’) and a(z’,z) is a given distribution. Let .F be the space of SO~U- 
tions F of Eq. (5) which as z -+ m have an asymptotic expansion of the form 
F= 
Since the integral kernel a(z ’ ,z) of Eq. (5) does not depend on t (isospectrality property), the 
space Fis a module for the algebra of differential operators generated by d and d/dt,( n 2 1) with 
coefficients depending on (x,t). Thus, provided that a unique solution of Eq. (5) satisfying Eq. (3) 
exists, such a solution will also satisfy a system of equations of the form (2) and, therefore, it will 
be a wave function. In this sense, it is convenient to introduce the mod@ed wave function 
f= f. f 0 ’ , which is regular at infinity @ -+ 1 as z --+ ~0) and satisfies a J-equation of the form (5) 
with an integral kernel given by 
fo(z’,x,t) 
~(z’,z,x~t) =4z’,d fo(z,x,t) . 
Consequently, j satisfies the integral equation 
1 1 
f(z,x,t) = 1 + ; 
I 
d*z’ d*z” -J-& Ci(Zn,ZI,X,t)~(Z”,x,t). 
It is easy to see that under simple choices of the distribution a(z’,z), Eq. (6) reduces to uniquely 
solvable algebraic equations. 
B. Fermion fields and ~-functions 
Since the work of the Kyoto school’ we know that the KP hierarchy is deeply related with a 
b-c system of fermion fields on the complex plane. These fields satisfy the anticommutation 
relations 
{b(z),b(z’>}={c(z),c(z’)}=0, {b(z),c(z’)}= &z-z’), 
where $ is the delta function on a given circle y (1.~1 = r) 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 199.5 
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1 
-f 2ri y 
dz &z-w)sD(z)=(P(w). 
An explicit representation is provided by the bosonization formulas 
(7) 
where 
Here, u is a complex variable and x = {x,},,~ t denotes an infinite set of complex variables. The 
symbol : : stands for normal ordering with respect to the bosonic variables. 
The fields b(z) and c(z) act on a Fock space generated by the monomials 
I&N) = U”XN, 
where xN = x:r~T***, with lVi being positive integers. The inner product is determined by 
(n,Nld,~‘)= a,,, . a,,, . ~~$~~~: . 
As a consequence ut = u- ’ , .T+ = (lln)(~I/C~x,). The vacuum vector is given by lO)=l. 
. The two-pain; function for”the field Q, is 
(OlZT@(z)@(z’)]lO)=ln(z-z’), 
where T stands for the time ordering of operators with respect to Euclidean time t=lnlzl. Hence, 
for the b-c system we deduce 
The essential point in the relationship between the b-c system and the KP theory is that the 
propagator of b and c is the Green function of the a operator 
where &z-z’) is the distribution 
I d*zS(z-z’)cp(z)=cp(z’). 
In this way we may construct solutions of Eq. (5) from appropriate correlation functions. Thus, 
given a distribution a (z ’ ,z) , let us consider 
F(z,x,t)=(llexp[H(x,t)lT[b(z)gllO), (9) 
where 1 l)= u, H is the operator 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 199.5 
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H=x -& 
1 
and g is the following element of the group GL(QJ) 
1 
g=expA, A=-; 
I 
d*p d*q btpMp,qk(q). 
By using Wick’s theorem, the operator 
T[b(z)gl=Nio $, T[b(zjANl 
can be expanded as a series of normal ordered terms with all possible T pairings. Moreover, the 
only nonanalytic terms in z come from the pairings of b(z) with the operators c(z’) inside the 
factors A, so that by taking Eq. (8) into account it is easy to deduce that Eq. (9) satisfies Eq. (5). 
On the other hand, from Bqs. (4), (7) and since as z --+ OJ we have T[b(z)g]=b(z)T[g], the 
asymptotic form of Eq. (9) is 
Ftz,x,t)= r(x,t- 4z)lfotz,x,t), (10) 
where the function I- is defined by 
7(x,t)=(Olexp[H(x,t)lT[g110), (11) 
the symbol E(Z) ={ E,(Z)} denotes the vector 
and f,, is the function defined in Eq. (4). To deduce this expression observe that 
Xexp 
The above properties imply that 
(12) 
is a wave function for the KP hierarchy. Indeed, from Eq. (10) it follows that as z --t a~ Eq. (12) 
has an asymptotic expansion of the form (3). On the other hand, Bq. (12) satisfies Eq. (5). 
Observe that in view of Eq. (10) as z --t ~0 the wave function (12) can be written in terms of 
the r-function as 
+,t- E(Z)) 
ftzAt>= tiX,t) fo(z,x,t). (13) 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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The bilinear identity for the KP hierarchy derives easily from the consideration of the dual 
wave function, which can be constructed from the correlation function 
Gtz,x,Rt)=(- llexp[Hi(x,t)lTCc(z)gllO), 
where I-- l)=u-‘. Then, by repeating the arguments used in the analysis of F one deduces the 
following zequation for G: 
$G(z,x,t)= - 
I 
d*z’ a(z,z’)G(z’,x,t). 
Thus the dual wave function may be defined by 
Gtz,x,t) 
&x4 = 7(X,t) 
and as z + 00 its asymptotic form is 
g(z,x,t) = 4&t+ E(Z)) r(x,t) Cfotz,x,t>)- l. 
(15) 
If we take a circle y(lzl= ) r in the complex plane such that the support of the distribution 
a(p,q) lies inside yX 7, the following bilinear identity holds: 
f 
dz f(z,x,t)g(z,x’,t’)=O. 
7 
To prove Eq. (17) note that Eqs. (5) and (14) imply 
(17) 
dz f(z,x,t)g(z,x’,t’)=2i 
I 
d2z ~[f(z,x,t)g(Z,X'.t')l 
=2i 
I 
d*z d2z’ f(z’,x,t)a(z’,z)g(z,x’,t’) 
-2i 
I 
d*z d2z’ f(z,x,t)u(z,z’)g(z’.x’,t’)=O. 
By inserting Eqs. (13) and (16) into Eq. (17) we get the usual expression of the bilinear 
identity of the KP hierarchy in terms of the T-function 
dz fo(z,x,t)f~‘(z,x’,t’)7(x,t- dz))dx’,t+ dZ))=O. (18) 
ill. &EQUATI~N~ AND QUANTUM S~PERF~ELDS IN SUPER KP HIERARCHIES 
A. Wave functions for super-KP hierarchies 
The MRKP and JKP hierarchies can be described in a unified way with the help of an algebra 
6 of superpseudodifferential operators 
x= nxN a,(x, 8,OD”, s 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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where the coefficients a, are elements of a supercommutative algebra ,A of superfunctions de- 
pending on an even variable x, an odd variable 0, and an infinite set of time parameters t = { t,},* , 
which includeseven and odd variables tzn and t2n- t, respectively. The symbol D is defined as the 
derivation on ~3 given by 
We will denote by X=X+ +X- the decomposition of elements X E & into positive and negative 
powers of D. 
The Sato equations for the super-RR (SKP) hierarchies can be written as 
D,K= -(KA,K-‘)-K, nal 
for an even K E & of the form 
(19) 
m  
K= 1+ 2 Wn(x,B,t)D-“. 
n=l 
The coefficients of K are assumed to have parity p(w&=O andp(wzn+t)=l so that p(K)=O. 
For the MRKP hierarchy the superderivations D, and the operators A,, in Eq. (19) are 
a 
D2n=--, 
at2n 
D2n-I= L-& tan-r at2n,azm-2y An=D”, 
atzn- 1 
while for the JKP version 
Dn=$, A2n=D2n, A2n-,=(D-8D2)D2n-2. 
R 
In order to introduce the notion of wave function for a SKP hierarchy we first define the 
vacuum wave function’6’6-‘0 f. as 
(20) 
where V is the element of &’ verifying 
D,V=A,V, VI,=o= 1, n2 1. 
Thus, for the MRKP hierarchy we have 
V=exp[ il t2nD2n].[ 1 +il fin-lD2”‘]. 
f0=exp ~x+d+~i~ z”t,.+(c-zB)i 2F1tZnel 
[ n=l 
and for the JKP hierarchy we get 
m  m  
V=exp c t2,,D2”+ c t2n-l -$ D2n-2 , 
n=l n=l 1 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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[ 
m m 
fa=exp zx+crB+C z”t2n+aC zn-1t2n-l . 
n=l n=l 1 
Henceforth we will write both expressions off0 as 
fo=exp ZX+~$, zn(tZn+ et,,-,)+(a-X) e+ j$ Zfi-*t2n-l 
[ ( 
, 
n=l 11 (20 
where X=h(z, 8, t) denotes a function which for the MRKP hierarchy is 
m 
x=ze- 2 znt2n-i 
IL=1 
and for the JKP hierarchy is given by 
x=ze. 
We may now define a wave function as a superfunction f=f(.Z,x, 8, t) depending on a super- 
spectral parameter Z= (z, CY) (p(z) = O,p( a) = 1 ), which satisfies an infinite system of equations 
Df=P,,f, nal, 
with P, E & being differential superoperators (P,= (P,)+), and as z - 
expansion of the form 
f= 1+z: 
( 
wz,z-“+(a4& W2n-1Z-n fo. n=l II=1 i 
(2% 
~0 has an asymptotic 
(23) 
where the coefficients w, are assumed to be elements of 2. 
We notice that 
so that 
Dfo=O-a)fo, D*fo=zfo 
D-‘fo=D.D-2fo=(X-Ly)z-1fo. 
From Eqs. (22) and (23) it is now easy to prove that a wave function determines a solution K of 
Eq. (19) by means of the relationship 
f=Kfo, z -+ ~0. 
We may use d-equations to determine wave functions for SKP hierarchies. They can be 
written in the form 
-$qz,x,e,t)= I d2112f a(z’,z)zqz’,x,e,t), (24) 
where d2”Z’ =d2z’ da’ and a(Z’,Z) is a given distribution with odd parity, which depends on 
Z=(z,a) and Z’=(z’,a’). Let 9be the space of solutions F of Eq. (24) which as z -+ a have 
an asymptotic expansion of the form 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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N M 
F= 2 u,zn+(a--) c U,Zn n=-co *z-m 
with coefficients u, , u, E.,%. By taking into account the properties of the vacuum wave function f o 
and the isospectrality of Eq. (24), it is straightforward to prove that 9 is a left module for the 
algebra of superdifferential operators generated by D and D, , (n?=l) with coefficients in the 
algebra of superfunctions A?. In this way, if a unique even solution f of Eq. (24) with the 
asymptotic expansion (23) exists, then it will be a wave function for the corresponding SKP 
hierarchy. 
We may reduce Eq. (24) to an integral equation by introducing the modified wave function 
j,ewld4Lf.fpj* 
Note that j + 1 as z -+ 00. Moreover, f satisfies a d-equation of the form (24) with an integral 
kernel given by 
where X’=X(z’,&t). Hence 
j(z,x, e,t) = 1 + i 
I 
d21’Zrd21’Zn g ~(z~,z’,~,e,t)j.(z”,x, e,t). (25) 
B. Quantum superfields and tau-functions 
We are going to characterize solutions of Eq. (24) from correlation functions of a B - C 
superghost system with commutation and anticommutation relations 
[B(Z), W’)l={C(Z), C(Z’)}=O, [B(Z), C(Z’)]=(a-a’@(~-z’), 
where 2 denotes the delta function on a circle 7. The supersymmetric bosonization of 
Martinec-Sotkov11712 allows us to write these fields as 
B(Z)=:eQcZ):, C(Z) = :e-‘(Z)D,@Z):, (26) 
where D,=(d/&~)+a(dldz), and 
@(Z)=ln .+ni, znx2.+anii zn-1x2n-l+lnzii&-~~r &~&+~it s&. 
The expression for 6(Z) is obtained from Q(Z) under the replacement 
(u,,x,,X,) -+ (U,u,X,,x,). Here, u and U are two bosonic variables and x={x,},*t and 
x-={X,},~~ denote two infinite sets of bosonic and fermionic variables (P(x~~)=P(X~J=O, 
P(x2,-l)=P(X*,-l>=l). 
The corresponding super Fock space is generated by the monomials 
In,ii,N,N,M,M)= u”iFx~x~Yi$$, 
N N2 where xs = x2’xq ***, xy=x, x MI MZ... 3 ’ and so on, with Ni being positive integers and Mi=O 
or 1. The inner product in this space is defined by assuming orthogonality for any pair of different 
monomials and the normalization condition 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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(n,i,N,@,M,Mln,ii,N,fl,M,M)= ( y;;-;) (vi; j. 
It is easy to see that u+=M-~ , xin = (lln>(81c3x2,>, xi,.-* = (6~ldx~~- t), and similarly for the 
adjoint operators of the remaining variables. The vacuum vector is given by lO)=l. 
The two-point functions for the fields @ and 6 are 
Hence, for the B - C system we have 
(OjT[B(Z)C(Z’)]IO)= =$ 
In order to construct solutions of Eq. (24), we introduce the following deformation of the 
integral kernel of Eq. (24): 
(27) 
and the function 
~(~,~,~,t;l)=(~l~~p[~i(~~~~t,i)l~[~(~)g(~,i)ll~), 
where Il)=u, H(x, e,t,i> is the operator 
m 
H=x -&+ c (tpn+ Btzn-*) 
a 
m a 
2 ?Z=l 
-+e$+xt _ - 
axzn 1 fg=’ 2n ’ &Qn-l 
co 
-Glt2n~ 
co 
3xzn 
+c r,,-l--d 
II=1 JX2n- 1 
and g (t9,i> is the following function valued in the supergroup GL(~l~): 
g(t9,?)=expA(B,i), A(B,i)=i 
I 
d211P d21’Q B(P)u(P,Q,e,$C(Q). 
At this point we may perform the same analysis as in Sec. II. We use Wick’s theorem to 
expand the operator 
as a series of normal ordered terms with all possible T-pairings. Thus, as in the standard Kp case, 
the only nonanalytic terms in z come from the pairings of B(Z) with the operators C(Z’ ) inside 
the factors A( 8, t). Furthermore, we have 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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where S(Z-Z’)=(cr- cu’)S(z-z’)= - 6(Z’-Z) is the distribution verifying 
I 
d2’lZ S(Z-Q)cp(Z)=p(Q). 
Therefore, one finds that 
-gF(Z,r,e,t,q= I d2”Z’ a(Z’,Z,e,~F(Z’,x, s,t T). 
Moreover, from Eqs. (21), (26) it follows that the asymptotic form of F is 
F(Z,x,B,t,$= +,O,t,i- ~(Z))fo(z,~+X(z,~,~,~,~;i), 
where the function r is defined by 
7~~,e,t;r)=(ol~~p~~~~~~~t;l)iT[~(~;I)il0) 
and E(Z) = {E,(Z)} denotes the vector 
E2nca = $9 E2n-1(Z)= - ;. 
As a consequence we conclude that 
f(Z,x, et) = 
F(z,cu-X(z,e,t),x,e,t,i) 
7-k 663 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
is a wave function for the SKP hierarchies. 
It is worth noticing thatJhe function (3 1) does not depend on i: To prove this fact observe that 
its modified wave function f satisfies Eq. (25) and that the integral kernel and the inhomogeneous 
term in Eq. (25) are independent oft. Therefore, the method of successive approximations shows 
that i is also independent ofi: 
As z + 03 the wave function (31) can be written in terms of the r-function as 
f(z,x, 04 =fdz,x, 0) exp(-h(z,e,t)(dlda))+,e,t,t-E(z)) 
7(x, e,t;r> 
(32) 
In order to establish bilinear identities for the super-KP hierarchies it is required to introduce 
the odd function 
where I- l)=u-‘. Then, by repeating the arguments used in the analysis of F, we get the follow- 
ing d-equation for G: 
-$G(Z,x,&t,$= 
I 
d21* z’ a(z,z’,e,t)G(z’,x,e,t,i). 
Thus, by defining the function 
g(z,x, 03 = G(Z,a-h(z,e;l),x,e,t,i) 
4x, &t,i> 
(33) 
(34) 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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and taking a circle fi I z I = r) in the complex plane such that the support of the distribution a (P, Q) 
lies inside yX y, we get the bilinear identity 
P dzf(~,~,e,t)g(z,x’,e’,t’;l)=o, (35) Y 
where dZ=dz ‘da. The proof of Eq. (35) follows by using Eqs. (28) and (33) in the form 
f dz f(z,x, e,t)g(z,x’, e’,tT) = 2i Y I 
d21*z ~[l(z,x,e,t)g(z,i’,e’,t’,~)] 
=2i 
I 
d2”Z d2”2’ f(Z’,x,B,t)a(Z’,Z)g(Z,x’,O’,t’,?) 
+2i 
I 
d211Z d211Z’ f(z,x, e,t)a(z,z’)g(zy, e’,tT) 
=o. 
The asymptotic form of G as z + ~0 is 
G(Z,x,e,t,i)=V‘o(z,~+X,x,e,t)l-‘(ol(~(Z;t)+~(Z,~,)) 
xexp[ti(x,8,t,~+E(z))1T[g(e,t)llo), 
where 
(36) 
m cc 
ld m 
o(Z,T)=C Zn-‘(i;n-*+IIcr~n), w3,)=t: - 
d 
n=l 
-+a1 $-i-. 
n=l zn dXZn-1 ax2n 
Hence, taking into account that 
_ .eH=deH d d 
ax2n at2n ’ 
H- deH +edeH -.e -- 
3xzn- 1 dt2”- 1 et2n 
we get 
(olw,4)-exp[Wx, oT+ 43moW~) 
=Q(z,d,)dx,e,t;E+ e(Z))-(Olexp[H(x,e,t~+ ~(Z))lQ(z,~,)~Cg(~,t)ll0), (37) 
where 
QG’Jtl=n-il f (&+e $-) +Sj piiT &. 
The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (37) vanishes for the JKP hierarchy since A, and 
consequently g( 8, t), is independent of t. Therefore, the asymptotic form of the function (34) is 
gcu, e,t;r> = 
exp(-ze~(~la~))[(~(Z;I)+Q(Z,at))7(x,e,t;lf~(Z))1 
fo(zx~ e,t) 4x, 03 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1995 
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Thus, we may use this expression together with Eq. (32) to rewrite the bilinear identity (35) of the 
JKP hierarchy as a constraint for the r-function (30). Nevertheless, for the MRKP hierarchy the 
explicit dependence of X on the variables t makes the function (34) as well as the bilinear identity 
(35) depend on additional correlation functions apart from (30). 
Explicit solutions to the super-KP hierarchies are obtained from some particular distributions 
u(P,Q). For example, the generalization of the N-soliton solution corresponds to 
the choice 
where Pj=(Pj,pj) and Qj=(qj,vj). Thus 
gvw=~ t-1) “f)(xfp1)‘2,~l uj,QI B(pj,Pj-A(Pj,e,t))C(4j,vj-h(qj,e,t)), 
where I runs over the subsets of {l,...,N}. Assuming Ipl~>~ql~>~~~>IpNI>~~Nl we find 
m m 
so that 
~k~,t,~=~ (- 1) (#')(#'- l)"fzI, O,Qf ( il ~~-li,n-l+(Vj-A(~j,e,t))n~, n4ye1Gn 
+C Pi-A(Pi,e,t)+Atqj,e,t)-vj 
-8 
vi-X(qi,8,t)+h(qj,8,t)-vj 
iel Pi-4j 4i-4j I 
In particular, the expression of the one-soliton solution is 
I 
co 02 
+,e,t;f)= i to, 2 4?-1tzn-1+(v1-A(ql,e,t))C nq;-‘G 
n=l n=l 
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+P1-A(Pl,e,t)+A(4,,e,t)-vl 
Pl--41 I 
fo(pl,x,e,t)f,-*(el,x,e,t). 
We can construct rational solutions by taking distributions of the form 
4P,Q)= t2yjz (P-Po)&(P)(v- vo)$(d 
1 
n+l m+ly n,m>O, 
P 4 
(38) 
where P = (p, p) , Q = (4, v) and SY is the delta function with support on a circle y ( 1 z I = r) such 
that 
I 
d2z 6,(z) 4(z) = 
P dz +J(z). Y 
TO determine the corresponding wave function we insert Eq. (38) in the d-equation (25) satisfied 
by f, and taking into account that z -+ ~0 we find 
m-k 
(-d~%‘~~~~~t)+ c ArZk-k-rhrX,e,t) 
r=l II 
mf(z%,.he,t) 
where the polynomials p/(a,x, B,t), j?( (Y,x, B,t), and A,.( B,t) are defined by 
fotz,x, 0) = $l PIb7x, mz[, 
m 
A(z, 0) =x1 A,( Wz’. 
Now, Eq. (39) implies 
m+l W2j(X,c9,t)+aw2j-~(x,B,t) 
.hk 64 = if JFl 
Z j 
Then, introducing Eq. (40) in Eq. (39) it follows that wwi=O i= 1,...,2m+2, so that 
w 
-I 2rri 
y ~f(zn,~o,x,e,t)=opn(Po.x,e,t) 
and 
co 
j(z,x.e,t)=l-~P,(~o,x,e’t)k~o & (~-VO)~m-k(vOtX~w 
[ 
m-k 
+ rzl AJ%-k-,.(VoA6t) . I 
In particular, for the JKP hierarchy A,= 0, X,=0, r>l, so that we get 
(39) 
(40) 
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f(Z,x,e,t)=fO(z,x,e,t) I 
l--op.(~Odwk~o & k%%,-k-r(VOrx~e~t) 
- vc~m-k(VO,X,e,t>)+(a-x(Z,e,t)~,-k(vo,x,e,t>)] 
I 
and for the MRKP hierarchy X,=&t,, Ar=-tzrelr r>l 
+(a-A(Z,e,t)p,-k(Vo,X,e,t)) . Ii 
The first few pr( a,x, O,t), fir( a,x, 8,t) are given by 
PO(a,xle,t)=l+a(e+tl), 
pl(a,x,e,t)=(x+t2)[i+~(e+tl)]+at3-retI, 
p,(a,x,e,t)=[ t4+ q] [l+~~(e+t~)]+(~+t~)(q-retl)+f3t,--ret3, 
~o(a,x,e,t)=i-a(e+tl), 
~l(~,x,e,t)=-(x+t2)[i-~(e+t,)]-~t3+retl, 
[ 
(x+t212 b2(a,X,e,t)= -t,+ - 
2 1 [l-a(e+t,)]+(x+t2)(~t3-ret,)-ats+ret3, 
where r = 1 for the MRKP and r =0 for the JKP. 
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